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RE: # BANE-D-17-00259R1 , entitled “The ability of left ventricular end-diastolic volume variations measured by TEE to monitor fluid responsiveness in high-risk surgical patients during craniotomy: a prospective cohort study”

Dear Editors:

Thank you for offering us this chance to revise the manuscript again. According to the comments and suggestions of the editors, we have revised the manuscript and responded, point by point, to the comments as listed below.

We hope it is acceptable for publication in the journal.
Thank you for your time and consideration to our paper, looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Yours sincerely,

Guo

Prof. G. Chen
Department of Anesthesiology
West China Hospital, Sichuan University
No.37 GuoXueXiang, Chengdu, Sichuan 610041, China
Tel/Fax: 028-85423592
E-mail: grace_chenguoo@hotmail.com
Replies to editors

1 Please clarify whether the Abstract was published in Euroanaesthesia 2014 The European Anaesthesiology Congress.

If yes, please clarify whether you have obtained the written permission from the copyright holder to republish the Abstract.

If no, please rephrase the Abstract and the Conclusions as there is large textual overlap with the Abstracts published in Euroanaesthesia 2014 The European Anaesthesiology Congress.

Answer: NO, the abstract published in Euroanaesthesia 2014 The European Anaesthesiology Congress was the pilot study of this research. We have restart data collection and analysis after the pilot study. And we have rephrase the abstract and the conclusions.
2 Trial Registration

The trial registration should take the following form: Trial registration: name of registry: trial registration number, retrospectively registered on date of registration.

Answer: Trial registration information was listed below:

name of registry: Hemodynamic monitoring and postoperative management using Vigileo (SVV) for high risk patient during neurosurgery

trial registration number, ChiCTR-TRC-13003583

retrospectively registered on date of registration. 2013-08-20

3 Please provide the reference number for the ethics approval in 'Ethics approval and consent to participate’

Answer: Yes, the reference number for the ethics approval is 2012-NO.104 and we have provided it in 'Ethics approval and consent to participate.

4 Please also declare whether or not the funding body played any roles in the design of the study and collection, analysis, and interpretation of data and in writing the manuscript in Funding

Answer: We declare that the funders had no role in the protocol design and collection, analysis, interpretation of data, either writing of the manuscript.

5 Authors' contributions

An 'author' is generally considered to be someone who has made substantive intellectual contributions to a published study. We recommend that you adhere to the guidelines for authorship that are applicable in your research field or, in the absence of any guidelines, to the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) guidelines. According to your current statement, please expand the roles of JX and BL in 'Authors' contributions' section

Answer: We have expand this section.
6 Upon resubmission, Please remove any tracked changes or highlighting and include only a single clean copy of the manuscript. Please ensure the document is in the final form for publication; please upload only files that are to be published. If you wish to respond to these revision requests, please insert the information in to the designated input box only.

Answer: Yes, we have remove tracked changes or highlighting. The document is in the final form for publication.